Add new Offline migration scenario from SLES 15 SP2 LTSS to SLE 15 SP5

For SLES we have detected one new scenario to add migration path covering Public Cloud Module (pcm):

- job group: Migration
  - Product: SLES 15 SP2 LTSS
  - Extensions/Modules Combination: basesys+srv+lgm+pcm
  - patterns: all
  - arch: aarch64
  - register with: scc
  - upgrade against: proxy

In other architectures different from x86_64 there are less possible combinations of product modules so we can cover there addition like this. As we already have test coverage for for Milestone job group, we should include it in job group migration.

Acceptance criteria

AC1: Add offline migration path for test suite above.
#6 - 2022-09-09 01:13 - tinawang123
- Status changed from Workable to In Progress

#7 - 2022-09-09 01:13 - tinawang123
- Assignee set to tinawang123

#8 - 2022-09-09 02:31 - tinawang123
Already add the test suite:
https://openqa.suse.de/tests/9481862#

#9 - 2022-09-09 02:31 - tinawang123
- Status changed from In Progress to Resolved